What's New in Freezerworks 6.0
For Freezerworks Unlimited version 6.0, we have redesigned four major product features
to make them friendlier and more flexible.

Samples Entry Form Configuration
Many new design features to make your entry forms look great and better facilitate data
entry and viewing.

Configure your entry forms using the following new features:


A configuration screen that matches the final entry form so that what you see is what you get.



Resizable entry screens allow you to create small screens for use on notebooks and large screens
for use with larger displays.



A new, easy-to-use palette that contains both the fields you’ll need and the design tools.



Configurable Aliquots entry pages that are created just like Samples pages.



An unlimited number of fields (subject only to space limitations) can be placed on both Samples
and Aliquots entry screens.



Select system fields (e.g., Number of Aliquots, Owner Name) can be displayed in the same manner
as user defined fields.



Ability to add “Display Only” fields to forms.



Many new design elements:
o

Rectangles with squared or rounded corners, ovals, lines

o

Configurable free text

o

Picture imports

o

Colors, borders, opacity

o

Grouping, rotation, and layering of objects



Configurable command buttons on a per page basis; display only those that are needed, in one or
two columns, or remove them altogether.



Individual system pages (Audit Trail, Checkout History, etc.) can be removed to prevent user
access to sensitive data.



Right-click (contextual) menus.



Use existing pages as templates for new entry forms.



Display full text of Notes on Transactions pages.



Shipping History page added to Aliquots section.



Multiple selection of files to add as Attachments.

Enhanced Inventory List Views and Batch Update
The most common activities can be accessed right in the list view

The new inventory list view


Redesigned inventory list view functions as hub for accessing and manipulating data.



Simple Search and Advanced Search, as well as a search within the list, are available in the view.



Most common actions on records—including printing labels and reports, creating Sub-Aliquots,
copying Aliquots to a shipping file—are available directly from the view.



Batch Updates, including a real-time view of changes to records, can be run without leaving the
list view.



Quickly switch between Samples, Aliquots, and Transactions views of the same records.



Users can move backwards and forwards through their search results and selections.



Lock Columns feature to enhance horizontal scrolling through the listed fields.

Shipping Module
A streamlined shipping process and configuration options to customize the workflow




Direct access to completed and pending shipments



More robust and easier to use—shipping steps consolidated in a single screen.



Shipping reports and exports are stored as part of the shipment history.



New fields to track whether the aliquots in a shipment have been confirmed, and status for the
shipment as a whole.



More configurability for the shipping workflow.



A Shipping Box report, with an image of the box, for inclusion with a shipment. This report is
saved as part of the shipment history.



Shipping table and fields have been added to Advanced Search.



Store tracking numbers, with working links to the shipping company’s website.

The new, consolidated Process Shipment screen

User-Defined Report Configuration
Design tool that's more friendly and more powerful than its predecessor


New report tool that includes a design palette similar to the Samples entry design palette,
including drag-and-drop fields, layering of objects, and opacity options.



Print scannable bar codes on reports.



Subtotals are available for any Count or Numeric field, enabling calculations such as count of
Aliquot Types per patient.



Page breaks available after any section.



Enhanced options for printing and suppressing page and section headers.



Print preview that a user can page through.



Freezerworks remembers user preferences for margins, font size, ruler unit, etc.

System Properties


The dialog box is better designed to make it easier to locate and enter options.



All System Properties are located in one place, including Shipping, Billing, and Testing.

Sub-Aliquotting


Sub-Aliquots can now inherit properties from the parent Aliquot.



Option for increasing number of thaws for the parent Aliquot.

Miscellaneous


Transaction Time has been added as a system field.

